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We propose a scheme of stabilization of high-level entanglement through the use of classical driving
field in atomic system with dipole-dipole interaction and losses caused by spontaneous radiation
processes. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1915524g
Entanglement is known to be the main physical resource
of quantum information processing and quantum computing
se.g., see Ref. 1 and references thereind. At the same time,
realization of quantum communication and computing proto-
cols does not require just an entanglement but arobustone.
This assumes a high amount of entanglement together with
the long lifetime of entangled states.
It has been shown recently that entanglement in a system
of three-level atoms inL configuration can be stabilized by
dissipation of the Stokes mode.2 The dissipation can also be
used for stabilization of entanglement in a system of two-
level atoms with dipole-dipole interaction, located inside a
lossy cavity.3 Another proposal on stabilization of entangle-
ment of atoms with dipole-dipole interaction based on the
use of squeezed vacuum field as a common electromagnetic
bath for the atoms has been discussed in Ref. 4.
We now note that the atomic systems represent a vivid
model of qubits and can be successfully used as the main
tool for modeling quantum devices and testing quantum in-
formation protocols.5
The main aim of this letter is to discuss a way of stabi-
lization of entanglement in a system of atoms with dipole-
dipole interaction and losses due to the spontaneous radiation
processes, caused by the presence of a classical driving field.
The dipole-dipole interaction between the two identical
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in the case of 1@k0R, corresponding to the Lamb–Dicke
limit. Here G0 denotes the spontaneous-emission rate of pho-
tons with frequencyv=kc, R= ur 1−r 2u is the relative dis-
tance, andu is the angle between the directions of dipolesd
and interatomic axisR.
The two eigenstates of the Hamiltonians1d
uc±l =
1
Î2su↑↓l ± u↓↑ld s3d
with the eigenvaluese±= ±g correspond to the maximum
entanglement of two dipolessqubitsd. Thus, the system con-
tains a potential ability to manifest entanglement. Undoubt-
edly, the losses caused by the spontaneous emission pro-
cesses would lead to irreversible evolution towards the
unentangled stateu↓ ↓ l fsince we are in the Lamb–Dicke
limit, antisymmetric component in Eq.s3d will remaing.
Therefore, to keep a certain amount of entanglement, it is
necessary to connect the system with a “bath,” compensating
the losses of energy. We show here that the use of classical
driving field as a bath stabilizes entanglement in the system
on a good level suitable for further applications.
The interaction of two-level atoms with classical driving
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whereg denotes the atom-field coupling constant. As usual,
the classical driving field is considered as a monochromatic
coherent field with high enough mean number of photons.
Then, the irreversible evolution caused by the spontaneous


















whereH=Hint+Hcdf. The density matrixr here is defined in
the four-dimensional basis, consisting of the two maximally
entangled statess3d and the two statesu↑ ↑ l and u↓ ↓ l. It can
be easily seen that thes434d density matrix takes the block
form
r = Sr8 0
0 r9
D , s6d
wherer8 is the s333d matrix in the triple basis, consisting
of the symmetric states of the two atoms andr9 is a c num-
ber, the density matrix in the Hilbert space of singlet state.
Let us now note that the most natural initial state of the
atomic system isu↓ ↓ l, when both atoms are in the ground
state. It follows from Eq.s6d that the antisymmetric stateuc−l
cannot be achieved in this case. Moreover, the system pre-
pared in any symmetric initial state cannot evolve towards
uc−l. At the same time, if the system is prepared initially in
the maximally entangled stateuc−l, it will state in this stay
forever. Unfortunately, we do not know how to prepare this
state.
Thus, beginning with the symmetric atomic state, we can
discard uc−l and consider the evolution in the three-
dimensional sector of symmetric states specified by the re-
duced density matrixr8 in Eq. s6d. It should be stressed that
in the absence of classical driving field the system evolves
towards the unentangled atomic stateu↓ ↓ l.
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Since we are interested in robust entanglement, we
should consider the steady state solutions of the master Eq.
s5d for the density matrixr8 fEq. s6dg.
To solve the problem, we now assume the Lamb–Dicke
limit of short interatomic distancessR is much less than the
wavelength, so thatk0R!1d. This is just the case for trapped
atomssR,10−8÷10−9 m andk0c is supposed to be the opti-
cal frequencyd. Under the further assumption thatD=0 and
g/G0,g /G0@1, the steady state solution of Eq.s5d in the
symmetric triplet sector takes the form
r8 =
1
t2 + 481 16 0 4it0 16 0
− 4it 0 16 +t2
2 , s7d
wheret=gG0/g
2 is the dimensionless parameter.
The measure of entanglement in a two-qubit system is
known to be theconcurrence7
C = maxsl1 − l2,− l3,0d,
whereli are the eigenvalues of the matrixÎr8r̄8Îr8 fl1 is
the maximum eigenvalue andr̄ denotes the complex conju-





, t ù 2.
Thus, the maximum value of concurrence
Cmax= s2/s1 +Î13d < 0.43
is achieved at
tmax= 2s1 +Î13d < 9.21. s8d
The corresponding amount of entanglement7 is
«max< 0.285 ebit,
which seems to be high enough.
To estimate the possibility of experimental realization of
the above described scheme, we now note that the dimen-





wherea=1/137 is the fine structure constant,Q=k0cT is the
atomic “quality factor,” T is the lifetime of the excited
atomic state, andn is the mean number of photons interact-
ing with atoms during the timeT sas usual, we assume here
thatg,Înd. Then, assuming thatR,0.7310−3l0, wherel0
denotes the wavelength of the classical driving field, we get
n,10. The above values of the key parameters seem to be
accessible with the modern experimental technique. From
Eq. s9d it is seen that the increase of the number of photons
leads to decrease of the interatomic distance, which is nec-
essary to provide the maximum amount of entanglement.
In the above estimations, we neglected the parameterD,
describing the detuning of the classical driving field from the
atomic transition frequency. The numerical calculations
show that the concurrence depends quite weakly onD at
D /k0c!1.
In the process of calculation of the results8d we assumed
that the polarization of classical driving field is parallel to the
interatomic axis, so that the driving filed acts equivalently on
both atoms. The alternative choice of the polarization or-
thogonal toR can lead to a strong change of the picture and
deserves special consideration.
Summarizing, we have analyzed a way of creating ro-
bust entanglement in a system of two two-level atoms with
dipole-dipole interaction. Physically, the entanglement is
caused by the properties of the dipole-dipole interaction de-
scribed by the Hamiltonians1d. Even if the system is pre-
pared in the maximally entangled symmetric stateuc+l fEq.
s3dg, the irreversible evolution caused by spontaneous emis-
sion will lead to a rapid decay of entanglement. It is shown
that the presence of the classical driving field leads to stabi-
lization of entanglement. In this case, the level of entangle-
ment is higher than that achieved through the use of a
squeezed vacuum field instead of the classical driving field
sC.0.25 in Ref. 4d. It should be stressed that practically it is
much easier to use the classical driving field than the
squeezed vacuum field. Further it is possible to obtain an
irreversible evolution, exactly of the forms5d for atoms
driven by a coherent field in a damped cavity, as long as the
atoms are strongly coupled with the cavity modess e Ref.
8d. In this case the atoms may, as well, be spatially well
separated. The high-level entangled state in the system can
be achieved starting from the very simple initial state of the
system, e.g.,u↓ ↓ l. The parameters, specifying the inter-
atomic distances and driving field magnitude and corre-
sponding to the maximum entanglement conditions8d seems
to be realistic with the present level of experimental
technique.
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